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ALL SOULS' MORNING
with finger and thumb round and round the basin, and it
recurrent wonder to Dud's mind why these wisps of submarine
life should apparently desire so intensely not to be saved. He
"saved'5 them by putting them into has pocket, where they
mingled with indescribable fluff and vanished from the roll of
recognizable objects into that obscure limbo of not-existing
existence out of which all comes and into which all returns.
What he saved them from was going down the drain-pipes into
the nearest cloaca maxima.
No-man got extraordinary satisfaction from lighting his fire.
He made a point of having a fire in summer as well as winter—
it was his one luxury—merely for the pleasure he got out of it!
His fire had been literally the landscape of his heart's desire
during these ten lonely years. It had been his Lost Atlantis, his
Eldorado, his Fountain of Youth, his Mountains of the Moon,
his Coasts of Latium, his Urbs Beata, his "bed of crimson joy."
But though he derived such delight from devoted service to his
fire, Dud was the worst maker of fires in Dorset. He had no
notion of the natural laws that regulate this Promethean activity
and after ten years of blundering he still made the same mistakes
as he had made when his mother and his wife first deserted him.
Nor was it much better—such a fool was he with his hands—
in the matter of the various culinary tasks and the various
kitchen utensils into a struggle with which destiny had seen fit
of late to plunge him.
He had brought to Dorchester with him what pots and pans
and kettles he possessed. They were not many, and they were
old and dented, but he had unpacked them tenderly the day
before, and now with his gas-stove lit and his kettle boiling for
tea and his saucepan boiling for his eggs, as he went to and fro
between the two rooms, arranging his breakfast things on a
little folding table in front of the fire, he began muttering aloud
—much in the manner of an aged religious recluse—and talking
to his pots and pans as if they were human.
Dud had come to cherish, as a result of his researches, several
strong historical prejudices. One of these was a quite personal
hatred of Henry VIII. Another was a somewhat unusual ani-
mosity against the Stuart kings. And he had gratified both, these
hostilities by naming his kettle "the Royal Martyr," his saucepan
"James II," and his refuse-pail "Henry VIII."
Short of having kings for scullions it was gratifying to No-

